PHILADELPHIA YOUTH BASKETBALL

MIDDLE SCHOOL

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (MSPP)
EMPOWERING YOUNG PEOPLE AS STUDENTS, ATHLETES, AND POSITIVE LEADERS

WHO WE ARE

& WHAT WE DO

EMPOWERING OUR CITY'S
YOUNG PEOPLE
PYB's mission is to create opportunities for young
people—especially those from under-resourced
communities—to develop their full potential as
students, athletes, and positive leaders.

WHO
Founded in spring of 2015, PYB is a basketball-based, youth
development and community empowerment organization.
Our organizing approach is an "all-in" community
mobilization effort including a vast coalition of supporters,
advocates, and partners who care deeply about children,
our city and region, and who believe in the power of the
game of basketball when carefully blended with:
positive coaching and mentorship,
academic enrichment,
health and wellness, and
leadership development opportunities.

WHAT
PYB's year-round programming at K-12 schools and
universities provides young people with the tools and
opportunities to empower themselves as students, athletes
and positive leaders. In addition to our current
programming, we will be building a Youth Basketball and
Education Center to continually serve thousands of young
people for generations to come.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (MSPP) HIGHLIGHTS

MSPP PARTNERS

EDUCATIONAL

1 in 3

2015-16
Jay Cooke School
Paul L. Dunbar School
James G. Blaine School
Willaim D. Kelley School

students from Philadelphia will drop
out before receiving a high school
diploma

2016-17

75%

James G. Blaine School
Jay Cooke School
Edward Gideon School
Kenderton School
St. Malachy School
Edward T. Steel School

of Philadelphia residents do
not have a Bachelor's
Degree

OFF-COURT

2017-18

During PYB's off-court
component, which accounts
50% of the program time, it is
our goal to help our studentathletes get into a high school
with a college-going rate and
to also grow their curiosity of
learning and critical thinking,
leadership, and advocacy
skills through the analysis of
home grown sport and society
modules.

Jay Cooke School
Edward Gideon School
Andrew Hamilton School
Kenderton School
Samuel W. Pennypacker School
Edward T. Steel School
Martha Washington School

2018-19
Mary McLeod Bethune School
Jay Cooke School
Universal Creighton Charter School
Edward Gideon School
Andrew Hamilton School
Kenderton School
Samuel W. Pennypacker School
Edward T. Steel School

OUR WHY
We believe that we have the ability to fundamentally change the trajectory of the
lives of literally thousands of children who lack access and opportunities to become
their best selves in this world.

THEORY OF CHANGE
PYB's Theory of Change is our logic model to address the needs and drive positive impact in the
lives of the population of kids that we serve in our city. We are positively changing the way our young
people relate to important pillars in their development, including their education (both in and out of
school), peers, adults, community, and future possibilities.

TARGET POPULATION

Human Capital

YOUTH WHO:
- Live or attend school in
Philadelphia in grades 6-8
- Attend Title 1 schools
- Are self-selected or chosen
by school partner for their
ability to benefit from the
program

Culturally credible staff with
demonstrated ability to
connect with adolescents,
have strong instincts for
positive youth development,
have played or coached the
game at in a collegiate or
highly competitive high
school atmosphere, have
graduated college, or are
enrolled in an academically
strong college en route to
matriculation

MISSION
PYB’s mission is to create
opportunities for young
people to achieve their full
potential as students,
athletes, and positive leaders.

INTERIM OUTCOMES
80% attendance rate or
better in school and in our
program on program days.
Participants report an
increase in the following
areas*:
- Positive attitude about
school and learning process
- New and/or improved
positive relationship with a
caring adult
- Self-confidence
- Intellectual curiosity

PROGRAM MODEL
ON COURT
- Skill development and
team building exercises
IN CLASSROOM
- Social justice modules,
math literacy games,
emphasis of development of
youth voice, fun learning
MENTORSHIP
HEALTH & WELLNESS

LONG-TERM OUTCOMES
ACHIEVE ACADEMIC SUCCESS
- Students gain admission into a
high school with a suitable college
preparatory program and culture
ACQUIRE SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
SKILLS
- Students demonstrate the
acquisition of skills of grit and
resiliency, goal setting,
communication, and ability to
resolve conflict and maintain
healthy relationships with peers
and adults.
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20 WEEK PROGRAM
MIDDLE SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (MSPP)
Approximately 15 boys and girls from each school participate,
totaling approximately 200 student-athletes across the program,
all of whom come from low-income families
Tuesdays and Thursdays after-school from 3:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.
and every Saturday from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. at a central location
Staffed with a team of 2 at each school site, we stick to our
desired 7:1 ratio of participants to instructor, guaranteeing that
each participant has "voice, value, and visibility" along with oneto-one relationships with more than one staff member
During the educational component, which accounts 50% of the
program time, it is PYB's goal to grow our student-athletes’ critical
thinking, leadership, and advocacy skills through the analysis of
homegrown sport and society modules

"PYB is one of my most valued community partnerships. The impact that this
program has had on our middle grades students is incomprehensible."
-Principal Fatima Smith

4 Year MSPP Partner

More Than a Game
For PYB, basketball is more than a game. PYB’s program model is grounded in holistic, sport-based youth
development, with basketball skill-building and game play; an innovative academic curriculum that uses our home
grown “sport and society modules” to stimulate critical thinking, civic dialogue, writing, and verbal expression;
healthy meals and nutrition information; and leadership development. All program elements are delivered by
passionate and well-trained coaches and academic mentors who have a unique ability to connect with urban
young people. We believe, based upon an analysis of leading out-of-school-time programs across the country,
that our program design will empower our student-athletes to develop more healthy and positive relationships with
their:
Learning and Education, both in
Adults – young people must learn how to
and outside of school – young
build supportive and respectful relationships
people must develop a belief that
with adults, particularly those individuals who
school and broader learning
can be mentors and guides to provide
opportunities matter greatly and must
support, counsel, and genuine concern. The
be pursued with a sense of purpose.
skills needed to cultivate adult allies and to
They also must discover that learning
access their networks and social capital can
can be inspiring, fun, and
expose young
empowering, and along the way,
acquire the habits of mind and an
overall growth mindset that is needed
to become rigorous learners.

Future Trajectories and Life Possibilities –
young people must learn that through hard work,
discerning judgment and decision-making, and
meaningful relationships with peers, adults, and
communities, they can self-determine and build
a future for themselves that is filled with
meaning and purpose. Exposures and
opportunities to access a world, including
college campuses and critical conversations,
that may not be immediately available to them in
their everyday circumstances, are essential.

Peers – young people must learn
how to build supportive and
respectful relationships with
peers. Empathy, curiosity, and
respect are vital traits to acquire.
Self-regulation and conflict
resolution skills are imperative.
Feelings of a perceived slight or
disrespect must not lead to
degrees of anger and violence
that have grave consequences.
Community – young people must learn how to become
positive and valued members of a community, be it one’s
school, neighborhood, house of worship, youth
organization like PYB, or other institution(s). They must
learn what communities exist and how to access and
navigate them. A sense of connectedness and belonging
is imperative.
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Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)
SEL is the process through which
children and adults understand and
manage emotions, set and achieve
positive goals, feel and show empathy
for others, establish and maintain
positive relationships, and make
responsible decisions.
PYB understands that all learning is
social and emotional. That's why we
use the SEL framework as a means to
make a positive impact on our young
people.
Rayquan Williams, a 6th grader, at Kenderton School
received PYB’s Student-Athlete of the week award.
Rayquan was nominated by his PYB coaches and
mentors, Amir Sheffield, Joseph Daniels, and Lindsay
Green.
——
“Rayquan comes to programming every Tuesday and
Thursday with a great attitude and appetite to get better.
He is eager to participate both in and out of the
classroom and truly exemplifies what it means to be a
team player!”
——
Your PYB family is proud of your consistency Rayquan.
Keep up the amazing work.
#IamPYB #MSPP #studentathlete #leader
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What to do next?
Contact Eric Worley, PYB Program Director to inquirer about having
PYB's Middle School Partnership Program (MSPP) at your school.
eworley@phillyyouthbasketball.org

Schedule a School Site Visit for PYB to learn more about your wonderful
school, culture, and young people.

Submit a RFP to be a school partner in the Middle School Partnership
Program (MSPP)

PYB Partnership Announcement

